Molecular characterization of a human matrix attachment region that improves transgene expression in CHO cells.
Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells offer many advantages for recombinant gene expression, including proper folding and post-translational modification of the recombinant protein. However, due to positional effects resulting from the neighboring chromatin, transgenes are often expressed at low levels in these cells. While previous studies demonstrated that matrix attachment regions (MARs) can be utilized to increase transgene expression by buffering transgene silencing, the mechanism by which this occurs is poorly understood. We therefore performed a deletion analysis of the human β-globin MAR sequence to characterize the regions that are necessary to enhance transgene expression in CHO cells. Our results indicate that of the six β-globin MAR fragments tested (MAR-1-6; nucleotides 1-540, 420-1020, 900-1500, 1380-1980, 1860-2460, and 2340-2999, respectively), MAR-2, followed by MAR-3, was the most effective region for promoting stable and elevated transgene expression. Meanwhile, bioinformatic analyses demonstrated that these fragments encode a MAR-like motif and several transcription factor binding sites, including special AT-rich binding protein 1 (SATB1), CCAAT-enhancer-binding proteins (C/EBP), CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF), and Glutathione (GSH) binding motifs, indicating that these elements may contribute to the MAR-mediated enhancement of transgene expression. In addition, we found that truncated MAR derivatives yield more stable transgene expression levels than transgenes lacking the MAR. We concluded that the MAR-mediated transcriptional activation of transgenes requires a specific AT-rich sequence, as well as specific transcription factor-binding motifs.